
 

  

REQUEST FOR EVALUATION (RFE) - INDIVIDUAL, INTERIOR, SCENIC 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
The Landmarks Preservation Commission is responsible for identifying and designating the special buildings and sites that represent 
the architectural, historical and cultural heritage of New York City. The Commission’s Research Department accepts suggestions 
from the public regarding potential historic resources throughout the five boroughs. If a property appears to rise to the level of 
significance necessary to be considered for Landmark designation, the agency may conduct additional research, and may 
recommend it for consideration by the Commission.  

Please complete all 5 sections of this form. Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required. An incomplete submission may slow 
down review of your request. You may mail this form to the address above or send it by email to RFE@lpc.nyc.gov.  

Requests will only be considered if a property is 30 years or older and if it is not already designated as a New York 
City Landmark. Please be advised that if a property is located within the boundaries of a Historic District or Scenic 
Landmark, the exterior of the property is already protected under the full extent of the law. LPC does not regulate 
the use or occupancy of Landmark buildings and sites. 

1. SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 

To request the evaluation of a property’s Landmark eligibility, you must include ALL of the following materials: 

☐  Completed Request for Evaluation Application Form (5 sections) 

☐  Statement of Significance (on Page 2 of application form) 

☐  Current photographs of the site. Photographs should comprehensively reflect current conditions. 

 
2. PROPOSED LANDMARK TYPE (Please select ONE of the following) 

☐ Individual: The exteriors of individual structures, ranging from farmhouses to skyscrapers. (e.g., Woolworth Building; Pieter 
Wyckoff House; Cyclone Roller Coaster)  
☐ Interior: Building interiors that are customarily open or accessible to the public, and meet the criteria for individual landmarks 
(e.g. Empire State Building lobby; Grand Central Terminal concourse and waiting room). The site cannot be a private residence or 
religious property 
☐ Scenic: City-owned parks or other landscape features (e.g., Prospect Park; Central Park; Ocean Parkway) 

3. REQUESTOR INFORMATION 

NAME* TELEPHONE* 

E-MAIL ADDRESS AFFILITATION/REPRESENTING* 

ADDRESS* APT./STE./FLR.* 

CITY, STATE* ZIP CODE* DATE OF REQUEST* 

4. PROPERTY TO BE EVALUATED  

PROPERTY/ADDRESS* BUILDING OR INTERIOR NAME (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

BOROUGH*           TAX MAP BLOCK* TAX MAP LOT* DATE OF CONSTRUCTION (IF KNOWN) 

ORIGINAL USE (IF KNOWN) ARCHITECT (IF KNOWN) 
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5. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Please provide a statement explaining why you think this building or site should be considered for designation as an Individual, 
Interior, or Scenic Landmark by the Landmarks Preservation Commission. 
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	NAME: Andrew S. Dolkart
	TELEPHONE: 9177509163
	EMAIL ADDRESS: asd3@columbia.edu
	AFFILITATIONREPRESENTING: City Club
	ADDRESS: 116 Pinehurst Avenue S-11
	APTSTEFLR: 
	CITY STATE: New York
	ZIP CODE: 10033
	DATE OF REQUEST: March 3, 2021
	PROPERTYADDRESS: Madison Avenue at 45th Street
	BUILDING OR INTERIOR NAME IF APPLICABLE: Hotel Roosevelt
	BOROUGH: Manhattan
	TAX MAP BLOCK: 1281
	TAX MAP LOT: 21
	DATE OF CONSTRUCTION IF KNOWN: 1924
	ORIGINAL USE IF KNOWN: Hotel
	ARCHITECT IF KNOWN: George B. Post & Son
	5 STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE Please provide a statement explaining why you think this building or site should be considered for designation as an Individual Interior or Scenic Landmark by the Landmarks Preservation CommissionRow1: The Hotel Roosevelt (generally known simply as The Roosevelt), occupying the entire block between East 45th and 46th Streets and Madison and Vanderbilt Avenues, is a rare intact building from the Terminal City development associated with the construction of the current Grand Central Terminal. The 1924 hotel is the sole survivor of the group of hotels erected around Grand Central as part of the Terminal City project. In addition, the Roosevelt is a handsome design by George B. Post & Son, one of the leading firms active in New York in the early decades of the twentieth century. The hotel has a long history as a significant social center in the city, not least as the headquarters for Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadian orchestra. 

Terminal City was one of the most farsighted planning projects ever undertaken in New York City by a private entity. In this case, it was the New York Central Railroad, inspired by its chief engineer William Wilgus, that planned major commercial and residential development on a platform above its rail yards. Unfortunately, this extraordinary planned development, inspired by City Beautiful ideals, has been chipped away so that today, very few buildings from the Terminal City development are extant. The Roosevelt is one of the few major survivors. As was appropriate for an area surrounding one of the city’s two great rail stations and in an area close to the neighborhoods of the city’s elite, the first phase of Terminal City included a significant number of up-scale hotels. With the exception of the Roosevelt, all of these (the Biltmore, Commodore, Ritz-Carlton, etc.) have been demolished. So, rarity is an important issue here. As part of Terminal City, the Roosevelt was connected to Grand Central by underground passages, making it easier for transient visitors and New Yorkers coming to events, to access the hotel. As historian Kurt C. Schlichting has noted, “Wilgus’s Grand Central Terminal was the first building complex in the United States to integrate transportation with office, retail, and hotel space” ( Kurt C. Schlichting, Grand Central’s Engineer: William J. Wilgus and the Planning of Modern Manhattan. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012, 69).

The Roosevelt was an important city hostelry, described by W. Parker Chase as “The Supreme Achievement in Hotel Popularity” and as a “refined, luxurious” hotel with a “metropolitan home atmosphere” (W. Parker Chase, New York The Wonder City. New York: Wonder City Publishing, 1932, 126).  This atmosphere survived until the hotels recent closure.

The Roosevelt was designed by George B. Post & Son, a firm responsible for a number of large-scale hotels in the 1920s. The Post firm used the red brick that was chosen to create unity among the various Terminal City buildings. This was the first major hotel erected in New York after the passage of the 1916 zoning and it is carefully massed with E-shaped pavilions that rise seventeen stories and are a capped by deep cornices. A setback mass in the center of the block, rises above. The architects employed handsome Classical-inspired ornament on the lower floors of the facades, especially notable at the 45th Street entrance.

The character of Terminal City can still be gleaned in part along Vanderbilt Avenue, with the landmark Yale Club, the Roosevelt, and the rear elevation of the Postum Building. Terminal City is a highly significant real estate project in New York City that deserves to be recognized by the Landmarks Commission far more extensively that it has been so that portions of this project can be preserved for the future.




